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Abstract: In order to understand the impact of initial conditions upon prediction accuracy of short-term 
forecast and nowcast of precipitation in South China, four experiments i.e. a control, an assimilation of 
conventional sounding and surface data, testing with nudging rainwater data and the assimilation of 
radar-derived radial wind, are respectively conducted to simulate a case of warm-sector heavy rainfall that 
occurred over South China, by using the GRAPES_MESO model. The results show that (1) assimilating 
conventional surface and sounding observations helps improve the 24-h rainfall forecast in both the area 
and order of magnitude; (2) nudging rainwater contributes to a significant improvement of nowcast, and (3) 
the assimilation of radar-derived radial winds distinctly improves the 24-h rainfall forecast in both the area 
and order of magnitude. These results serve as significant technical reference for the study on short-term 
forecast and nowcast of precipitation over South China in the future. 
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1  INTRODUCTION  

With the increasing development of numerical 
weather prediction (NWP) techniques, their products 
are gradually becoming important reference for routine 
meteorological weather stations and observatories in 
making weather forecasts. In spite of it, numerical 
models are still limited in their ability of handling 
short-term forecast and nowcast. If the humidity of the 
initial field and thermodynamic relationships are not 
properly dealt with, according to Turpeinen et al. [1], 
the issue of model spin-up will come up to 
underestimate the amount of rain that is just about to 
occur. As shown in Kalnay [2], the stability and 
applicability of NWP products are dependent not only 
on the design of the model’s dynamic framework and 
the processing of physical processes but also on the 
initial fields that reflects the true state of the 
atmosphere. In other words, for the model to simulate 
the atmospheric evolution, proper initial values must be 
given for the current state of the atmosphere. Refining 
initial fields is one of the proved effective means to 

improve the applicability of model forecast products. 
In view of the importance of the initial fields for 

the forecast accuracy, a series of research has been 
done in recent years in China to improve them by 
effectively using and assimilating various datasets and 
quite a number of informative results have been 
achieved. To better assimilate surface observations, 
different assimilation schemes were compared using 
the 3-dimensional variational assimilation system of 
PSU-NCAR’s MM5 model and informative results 
were obtained [3]. With the improved Kuo’s convection 
parameterization scheme used as an observational 
operator, the rainfall data for convective weather 
systems as recorded by automatic weather stations 
(AWS) across Guangdong province were assimilated 
and compared with assimilated sounding data, with the 
result showing that the AWS rainfall datasets have 
positive impacts on the short-term forecast of heavy 
rainfall [4]. Apart from the stations of intensive surface 
observation, observational Doppler products were also 
much focused upon for their high spatial and temporal 
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resolutions. Analysis data can be improved by 
assimilating the radar-derived TREC winds and a case 
study has shown that forecasts of the typhoon 
precipitation can be improved using this scheme [5]. The 
information of radar-derived wind fields are 
assimilated in simulation experiments on heavy rainfall 
cases, with the suggestion that the assimilation enable 
the inclusion of more meso- and fine-scale information 
about the initial fields, having positive effects on 
precipitation forecast [6, 7]. 

Affected by the westerly and tropical systems, the 
region of South China frequently experiences 
convective weather (heavy rain, strong wind, etc.) in its 
raining seasons, which are hard to capture with 
conventional networks of surface and sounding 
observation due to their uncertainty in spatial and 
temporal distribution and smallness in scale and a great 
challenge for weather forecasters. To have more 
efficient monitoring and prediction of these 
disaster-inflicting regimes, several field observational 
experiments were conducted in the region that 
concluded with quite a number of useful observations 
and achievements [8 – 10]. With the development of 
monitoring techniques, a large number of 
unconventional observations, such as those from 
intensive AWS rain gauges, multiple satellite 
microwaves and Doppler radars, are now available on 
a daily basis, in addition to conventional surface and 
sounding data. It is necessary to extract useful meso- 
and fine-scale information from the existing numerous 
types of observations and reflect them in the initial 
value field via the assimilation techniques so as to 
increase the accuracy of short-term forecast and 
nowcast of precipitation. 

The aim of this study is, based on previous 
research, to run a control experiment on a warm-sector 
heavy rain in South China from 19 to 20 May 2007 and 
to conduct assimilation tests with different datasets 
using GRAPES-3Dvar, a 3-dimensional variational 
and assimilation system developed by Chinese 
Academy of Meteorological Sciences, and 
GRAPES_MESO, a model already localized by the 
Guangzhou Institute of Tropical and Marine 
Meteorology, for the design and construction of a 
system for short-term forecast and nowcast of 
precipitation for the region of South China in the 
future. 

2  DESIGN OF SCHEME 

As shown in Table 1, four experiments were 
designed to compare the effect of different assimilated 
observational data on the short-term prediction of 
precipitation. Correspondingly, four types of initial 
fields were obtained with the application of 

GRAPES-3Dvar, which were then used to run for 30 
hours, respectively. With the system [11], the four 
schemes are incorporated to generate four initial fields. 
The 6-hourly model output, with resolution at 12 km, 
from the Guangzhou Regional Meteorological Center 
was used as the boundary layer, with the Kain_fristsch 
scheme used for cumulus parameterization and 
NCEP’s simple ice phase scheme as the microphysics 
of clouds. For more detail about the GRAPE, see Chen 
et al.[12]. As for the method for retrieving apparent wind, 
as well as the assimilation of radial and apparent wind, 
refer to Wan et al.[13], and the approach for retrieval of 
radar reflectivity, refer to Brewster [14]. 

Table 1  Data assimilation for different experiments. 

Experiments  Assimilated data 

CRTL None 
EXP1 Surface sounding data 

EXP2[13] Surface sounding， nudging of 
cloud water & rainwater 
retrieved from radar reflectivity  

EXP3 [12] Surface sounding, radar radial 
wind and apparent wind  

3  RESULTS 

3.1  Analysis of initial condition in temperature and 
humidity fields for CRTL and EXP1 

The difference in humidity between EXP1 and 
CTRL at 925 hPa shows that all positive values over 
the target region, except for values less than -0.5 in a 
region around 25°N and Pearl River Delta (not shown). 
The humidity difference (EXP1 minus CTRL) is 
illustrated in the cross-section, showing that within the 
spatial zone of the convetive regime, specific humidity 
is increased by amplitudes ranging from 0.1 to 0.8 
(g/kg) from lower to middle troposphere (Fig.1). The 
temperature difference (not shown) also indicates that 
the negative center appears to the north of the boundary 
between Guangdong and Hunan provinces, especially 
along the coast where rainfall occurred. A positive zone 
appears in the middle of Guangdong province with a 
clear sky. These facts imply that humidity increases 
from the lower to middle troposphere, and that the 
mesoscale disturbance in temperature fields becomes 
more distinct after the assimilation of conventional 
observational data. 

3.2 Comparison of initial wind fields between EXP3 
and EXP1 

As the quality of radial wind in the lower level 
could be affected by rain, the radial wind and apparent 
wind are assimilated only if the height is higher than 2 
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km but lower than 8 km. In the wind vector difference 
between EXP3 and EXP1, i.e. EXP3 minus EXP1 a 
wind convergence line appears in the region between 
the cities of Yangjiang and Jiangmen at 700 hPa (not 
shown), while the divergence appears in the same place 
at 400 hPa, indicating the prevalence of updraft over 
there, which overlaps well with intense radar 
reflectivity (See Fig.2). These results imply that 
meso-β and meso-γ scale circulation are well captured 
in the initial field with the assimilation of radial wind 
and apparent wind, which is similar to the results from 
previous studies [5, 6, 12]. 

3.3 Impact of the four schemes on accumulated 
24-hour forecast precipitation 

From the results of simulation, CTRL is able to 

forecast the heavy rainfall along the coast, but fails to 
forecast the one in the middle of Guangdong (not 
shown). Compared with CTRL, EXP1 successfully 
corrects the predicted amount of precipitation that is 
either lower or higher than the observation in several 
parts of the region; it positively corrects the rainfall on 
a 20- to- 30-mm order of magnitude in the western and 
middle parts of Guangdong and decreases it to make it 
closer to the observation in the eastern section of the 
province’s coast. 

The difference between EXP1 and EXP2 for 
24-hour forecast precipitation seems to be very small, 
except that some positive values of 1-10 mm appear in 
the region of the Pearl River Delta and the eastern part 
of the coastal area, implying a small impact of 
rainwater nudging on the 24-hour forecast. EXP3 (see 
Fig.3) successfully predicts the heavy rainfall in the 
region from the coastal to central Guangdong province, 

Fig.1  Differences in specific humidity (EXP1 
minus CRTL) along the 22°N cross section 
at 06:00 UTC 19 May 2007; the convective 
system is at around 111.8°E. 

Fig.2  Differences in wind vector (EXP3-EXP1) 
at 400 hPa at 06:00 UTC 19 May 2007; 
the dot-dash circle indicates the detection 
range of Guangzhou radar. 

Fig.3  Accumulated 24-hour precipitation from EXP3 
(a); accumulated 24-hour observed 
precipitation (b). 
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and is, compared with observation data, the best of the 
four schemes in predicting accumulated 24-hour 
precipitation. 

3.4 Impact of the four schemes on rainfall nowcasting 

In an attempt to clarify the impact of 4 schemes on 
rainfall nowcasting, one of the observation stations, 
which is located just leeward of intensive radar 
reflectivity at the initial time, is selected. Since the 
predicted rainfall from EXP1 and EXP3 during the first 
6 hours are similar to each other, the results of CTRL, 
EXP2 and EXP3 will be analyzed. 

As shown in Fig.4, EXP2 successfully reproduces 
the rainfall for the first two hours and two precipitation 
peaks within the first 12 hours, as compared with the 
observed precipitation (as shown by the dash-square 
line in the figure). EXP3 is also able to predict the two 
peaks of precipitation within the first 12 hours, yet it is 
delayed by 2 hours and the amount is a bit lower as 
compared with EXP2. CTRL is a complete failure as 
far as the prediction of the precipitation for the first 6 
hours is concerned. 

For analyses of other aspects, refer to the Chinese 

edition of the journal. 

4  SUMMARIES 

In order to improve the short-term forecast and 
nowcast of precipitation for South China and to 
understand how they are affected by initial value fields, 
four experiments have been designed in this study to 
run a control, assimilate conventional sounding and 
surface data, test with nudging rainwater data and 
radar-derived radial wind, for a warm-sector heavy 
rain, the largest ever since the beginning of the regional 
raining season in 2007. The following conclusions have 
been drawn based on the analysis of the results from a 
30-h simulation on the GRAPES_MESO. 

(1) With the surface and sounding data assimilated, 
the initial wind, temperature and humidity fields are 
closer to the observations and the 24-h rainfall forecast 
is improved in both the area and order of magnitude. 

(2) With the inclusion of nudging rainwater data in 
the initial value fields, significant positive impacts have 
been achieved in precipitation nowcast while the effect 
on the 24-h forecast of the area and order of magnitude 

Fig.4  Hourly forecast and observed precipitation for Yangjiang weather station: a) CTRL; b. EXP3; c. EXP2 (dots vs. 
dashes circle), observation. (solid square vs. dashes line) 
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is insignificant. 
(3) The assimilation of radar-derived radial wind 

has large positive effect on the 24-h forecast of area 
and order of magnitude but insignificant effect on the 
nowcast. 

As shown in the simulation experiments above, 
various types of conventional and unconventional 
observations are useful not only in improving 
short-term forecast and nowcast of precipitation and 
justifying the argument that an improved initial field 
helps relief the problem of model spin-up, but also in 
better predicting the rain area and order of magnitude 
over the next 24 hours. The conclusions above are 
preliminary; a large amount of case studies need to be 
done to further understand the role of initial fields in 
the short-term forecast and nowcast of precipitation. 
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